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While it is unclear what the goal “algebra for all” really means, the trickle-down effect of 
this goal is clear: elementary and middle school mathematics instruction must focus 
greater attention on preparing all students for challenging middle and high school 
mathematics programs (Steen, 1992; Chambers, 1994; Silver, 1997). Thus, “algebraic 
thinking” has become a catch-all phrase for the mathematics teaching and learning that 
will prepare students for successful experiences in algebra and beyond. 

 
This article illustrates two components of algebraic thinking that have been discussed 
by mathematics educators and within policy documents (for example, NCTM, 1989, 
1993; Driscoll, 1999).   Its purpose is to stimulate discussion about algebraic thinking 
and to help educators make more informed curricular and instructional decisions about 
student preparation for success in secondary mathematics adventures.     

 
COMPONENTS OF ALGEBRAIC THINKING 

 
Algebraic thinking is organized here into two major components: the development of 
mathematical thinking tools and the study of fundamental algebraic ideas  (see Figure 
1).  Mathematical thinking tools are analytical habits of mind. They include problem 
solving skills, representation skills, and reasoning skills. Fundamental algebraic ideas 
represent the content domain in which mathematical thinking tools develop.  They are 
explored here through three lenses: algebra as generalized arithmetic, algebra as a 
language, and algebra as a tool for functions and mathematical modeling. 

 
Within this framework, it is easy to understand why conversations and debates occur 
within the mathematics community regarding what mathematics should be taught and 
how.  Those who argue that the study of mathematics is important because it helps to 
develop logical processes probably consider mathematical thinking tools as the more 
critical component of mathematics instruction. On the other hand, those who express 
concern about the lack of content and rigor within the discipline itself probably focus 
greater emphasis on the algebraic ideas themselves.  In reality, both are important.  
One can hardly imagine thinking logically (mathematical thinking tools) with nothing to 
think about (algebraic ideas).  On the other hand, algebra skills that are not understood 
or connected in logical ways by the learner remain “factoids” of information that are 
unlikely to increase true mathematical competence. 
 
 Mathematical Thinking Tools 

 
Mathematical thinking tools are organized here into three general categories: problem 
solving skills, representation skills, and reasoning skills. These thinking tools are 
essential in many subject areas, including mathematics; and quantitatively literate 
citizens utilize them on a regular basis in the workplace and as part of daily living. 



 
Figure 1 

COMPONENTS OF ALGEBRAIC THINKING 
 Mathematical Thinking Tools 
 
Problem solving skills 
• Using problem solving strategies 
• Exploring multiple approaches/multiple 

solutions 
 
Representation skills 
• Displaying relationships visually, symbolically, 

numerically, verbally 
• Translating among different representations 
• Interpreting information within representations 
 
Reasoning skills 
• Inductive reasoning 
• Deductive reasoning 

 Fundamental Algebraic Ideas 
 
Algebra as generalized arithmetic 
• Conceptually based computational strategies 
• Ratio and proportion 
 
Algebra as the language of mathematics 
• Meaning of variables and variable 

expressions 
• Meaning of solutions 
• Understanding and using properties of the 

number system 
• Reading, writing, manipulating numbers and 

symbols using algebraic conventions 
• Using equivalent symbolic representations to 

manipulate formulas, expressions, equations, 
inequalities 

 
Algebra as a tool for functions and 
mathematical modeling 
• Seeking, expressing, generalizing patterns 

and rules in real-world contexts 
• Representing mathematical ideas using 

equations, tables, graphs, or words 
• Working with input/output patterns 
• Developing coordinate graphing skills 

 
 

Problem solving requires having the mathematical tools to figure out what to do when 
you don’t know what to do!  Students who have a toolkit of problem solving strategies 
(e.g. guess and check, make a list, work backwards, use a model, solve a simpler 
problem, etc.) are better able to get started on a problem, attack the problem, and figure 
out what to do with it.  Furthermore, since the real world does not include an answer 
key, exploring math problems using multiple approaches or devising math problems that 
have multiple solutions gives students opportunities to develop good problem solving 
skills and experience the utility of mathematics.  

 
The ability to make connections among multiple representations of mathematical 
information gives students quantitative communication tools.  Mathematical 
relationships can be displayed in many forms including visually (i.e. diagrams, pictures, 
or graphs), numerically (i.e. tables, lists, with computations), symbolically, and verbally. 
Often a good mathematical explanation includes several of these representations 
because each one contributes to the understanding of the ideas presented. The ability 
to create, interpret, and translate among representations gives students powerful tools 
for mathematical thinking. 

 



Finally, the ability to think and reason is fundamental to success in mathematics, and 
algebraic thinking helps develop mathematical reasoning within an algebraic framework 
(Kieran and Chalouh, 1993).  Inductive reasoning involves examining particular cases, 
identifying patterns and relationships among those cases, and extending the patterns 
and relationships.  Deductive reasoning involves drawing conclusions by examining a 
problem’s structure. Mathematicians routinely utilize both of these types of reasoning. 
 
 Fundamental Algebraic Ideas 

 
The line between the study of informal algebraic ideas and formal algebra is often 
blurred, and the algebra ideas identified here are intended to be studied in concrete or 
familiar contexts so that students will develop a strong conceptual base for later abstract 
study of mathematics. In this framework, algebraic ideas are viewed in three ways: 
algebra as generalized arithmetic, algebra as a language, and algebra as a tool for 
functions and mathematical modeling. 

 
Algebra is sometimes referred to as generalized arithmetic; therefore, it is essential that 
instruction give students opportunities to make sense of general procedures performed 
on numbers and quantities (Battista and Van Auken Borrow, 1998; Vance, 1998).  
According to Battista, thinking about numerical procedures should begin in the 
elementary grades and continue until students can eventually express and reflect on 
procedures using algebraic symbol manipulation.  By routinely encouraging conceptual 
approaches when studying arithmetic procedures, students will develop a network of 
mathematical structures to draw upon when they begin their study of formal algebra.  
Here are two examples: 

 
• Elementary school children typically learn to multiply whole numbers using the “U.S. 

Standard Algorithm.”  This procedure is efficient, but the algorithm easily obscures 
important mathematical connections, such as the role of the distributive property in 
multiplication or how area and multiplication are connected.  These require attention 
as well.   

 
• The “means-extremes” procedure for solving proportions provides middle school 

students with an easy-to-learn rule, but does little to help them understand the role 
of the multiplication property of equality in solving equations or develop sense-
making notions about proportionality.  These ideas are essential to the study of 
algebra, and attention to their conceptual development will ease the transition to a 
more formal study of the subject.  

 
Algebra is a language (Usiskin, 1997).   To comprehend this language, one must 
understand the concept of a variable and variable expressions, and the meanings of 
solutions.  It involves appropriate use of the properties of the number system.  It 
requires the ability to read, write, and manipulate both numbers and symbolic 
representations in formulas, expressions, equations, and inequalities.  In short, being 
fluent in the language of algebra requires understanding the meaning of its vocabulary 
(i.e. symbols and variables) and flexibility to use its grammar rules (i.e. mathematical 



properties and conventions).  Historically, beginning algebra courses have emphasized 
this view of algebra.  Here are two examples: 

 
• In our number system, the symbol “149” means  “one hundred forty-nine.”  However, 

in the language of algebra, the expression “14x” means “multiply fourteen by ‘x.’” 
Furthermore, x14 = 14x, but “14x” is the preferred expression because, by 
convention, we write the numeral or “coefficient” first. 

 
• The variables used in algebra take on different meanings, depending on context.  

For example, in the equation 3 + X = 7,  “X” is an unknown, and “4” is the solution to 
the equation.   But in the statement A(X + Y) = AX + AY, the  “X” is being used to 
generalize a pattern. 

 
Finally, algebra can be viewed as a tool for functions and mathematical modeling.  
Through this lens algebraic thinking shows students the real-life uses and relevance of 
algebra (Herbert and Brown, 1997).  Seeking, expressing, and generalizing patterns 
and rules in real world contexts; representing mathematical ideas using equations, 
tables, and graphs; working with input and output patterns; and developing coordinate 
graphing techniques are mathematical activities that build algebra-related skills.  
Functions and mathematical modeling represent contexts for the application of these 
algebraic ideas. 
 

 EXAMPLES OF ALGEBRAIC THINKING 
 

Two problems and their solutions (see Figure 2) are used here to illustrate the 
components of algebraic thinking described.  “Smart Shopping” (Greenes and Findell, 
1998) is a problem that can lead to generalized thinking about arithmetic.  “The Garden 
Problem” (Creative Publications, 1998) requires students to find an algebraic expression 
for a geometric figure, and exemplifies algebra as a language and as a tool for functions 
and modeling.  Furthermore, many mathematical thinking tools are evident within the 
student solutions.  They use diverse approaches and solution strategies, they 
communicate ideas in a variety of ways, and they use explanations to show evidence of 
analytical reasoning. 

 
Neither of these problems is likely to be a problem for people with well-developed 
algebra skills, and both of these problems can be solved without using much algebraic 
thinking. For example, most students initially answered the “Smart Shopping” problem 
by computing unit prices (see Figure 3 - Solution 1), and many students initially found 
the number of tiles required for a garden with a length of 12 units by drawing a picture 
and counting (see Figure 4 - Solution 1).  However, challenging students to find 
solutions using more than one method created practice opportunities for algebraic 
thinking. Furthermore, by sharing both teacher and student methods in class, students 
began to adopt the mathematical thinking tools and algebra skills of others. 

 



 

Figure 2 
TWO PROBLEMS 

“SMART SHOPPING” 

 
Two shops sell chocolate chip cookies. 
 
A. Kelly wants to buy cookies.  Which shop has the better buy? 
B. Explain your answer. 

“THE GARDEN PROBLEM” 
 
Gardens are framed with a single row of tiles as illustrated here.  
(A garden of length 3 requires 12 border tiles.) 
 

 
 

 How many border tiles are required for a garden of length 12?  
 How many border tiles are required for a garden of length “A”? 
 Show how to find the length of the garden if 152 tiles are used for the border.        

 
 

Mathematical Thinking Tools Revisited 
 

Mathematical thinking tools were used in a variety of ways when students solved these 
problems.  Problem solving approaches included making a table, looking for patterns, 
using models and diagrams, and working backwards.  Students represented solutions 
numerically, symbolically, graphically, and verbally.  Their explanations provided 
evidence of both inductive and deductive reasoning. For example, in Figure 4 - Solution 
2, the student used specific cases in the table to predict a numerical pattern.  In Figure 
6 - Solution 3, the student used the structure of the problem to create an inverse 
function, and expressed it with symbols. 

 
More About Algebraic Ideas 

 
Student solutions to “Smart Shopping” (Figure 3) illustrate several informal algebraic ideas.  Use of the 
multiplicative identity to find equivalent fractions is evident in the second method of Solution 1.  Although 
it is unclear whether students used additive or multiplicative procedures, the potential for proportional 
reasoning is clearly 



 

Figure 3 
SOLUTIONS TO “SMART SHOPPING” 

Which is a better buy? 
Solution 1: Uses multiplicative identity in second 
method (generalized arithmetic)  

 

Solution 4: Uses proportional thinking strategy 
(generalized arithmetic) and interprets input-output 
pattern (function) 

 

Solution 5:  Represents and interprets mathematical 
idea using a coordinate graph (function) 

 

Solution 2: Uses conceptually based 
computation strategy (generalized arithmetic) 

 

Solution 3: Uses proportional thinking strategy 
(generalized arithmetic) and interprets  an input-
output pattern (function) 

 
 



Figure 4 
 SOLUTIONS TO “THE GARDEN PROBLEM” – PART A 
 How many border tiles are required for a garden of length 12? 
Solution 1:  Begins to seek and express a pattern for 
finding perimeter tiles (functions/modeling) 

 

Solution 3:  Identifies general way to express 
perimeter of garden (functions/modeling), uses 
associative and commutative properties to 
compute (generalized arithmetic, language) 
 

 

Solution 2: Seeks pattern for number of tiles needed, 
represents relationship with input-output table 
(functions/modeling) 
 

 

Solution 4:  Describes general pattern for finding 
perimeter tiles (functions/modeling), uses 
distributive property to compute (generalized 
arithmetic, language) 

 
 

 
demonstrated in the rate series (Solution 2) and in the tables (Solutions 3 and 4). Some 
students used function concepts to solve the “Smart Shopper” problem.  In Solutions 3 
and 4, students analyzed the inputs and outputs in their tables to arrive at conclusions. 
In Solution 5, the student used a rate graph to solve the problem. 

 



Student work from the three parts of the “The Garden Problem” also provides evidence 
of many informal algebraic ideas that are important in the development of algebraic 
thinking (see Figures 4, 5, 6).  In Part A, students used conceptual approaches to 
arithmetic, which helped them to understand the pattern within the problem.  Part B 
required the use of a variable to represent an algebraic expression.   Students used 
deductive thinking in both Parts B and C to find and apply functional relationships for the 
number of tiles in the geometric design. 

 
Figure 5 

 SOLUTIONS TO “THE GARDEN PROBLEM” – PART B 
 How many border tiles are required for a garden of length “n”? 
Solution 1: Generalizes pattern with symbolic 
rule (functions/modeling), finds equivalent 
algebraic expressions, uses standard notation 
(language) 

 

Solution 3: Generalizes pattern with symbolic rule 
(functions/modeling), uses variable in expression 
(language) 

 

Solution 2: Generalizes pattern with symbolic 
rule (functions/modeling), uses variable in 
expression (language) 
 

 

Solution 4:  Generalizes pattern with symbolic rule 
(functions/modeling), uses variable in expression 
(language) 

 
 

 
Finding the answer to Part A (Figure 4) was not difficult for students; however, doing it 
in a way that revealed something about the structure of the geometric design laid the 
groundwork for a formula or expression.  In Solution 1, the student added the top and 
bottom of the border to the tiles on each side. This solution can lead to general 
expressions such as (X + 2) + (X + 2) + 1 + 1 or 2(X + 2) + 2.   The author of Solution 2 
made a table and explained that each stage of the garden design increased by 2.  This 



approach helps to explain the need to multiply the garden length by 2 in a general 
expression such as 2X+6.  Solutions 3 and 4 revealed interesting breakdowns of the 
parts of the garden, and the computation procedures illustrated understanding of 
mathematical properties important to algebra.  In Solution 3, the student used both the 
associative and commutative properties as she added the number of tiles above and 
below the garden to those on the sides.  The student who wrote Solution 4 viewed the 
garden plot as a solid rectangle and then subtracted the garden itself.  The distributive 
property is implied within her calculation: 3(14) = 3(10 + 4) = 3(10) + 3(4). 

 
 
 Figure 6 
 SOLUTIONS TO “THE GARDEN PROBLEM” - PART C 
 Show how to find the length of the garden if 152 tiles are used for the border. 
Solution 1: Given output, calculates 
input (function) 
 

 
 

Solution 2: Informally describes an output-input relationship 
(function) 
 

 
Solution 3: Manipulates formulas (language), uses output-
input relationship (function) 
 

 

 
Part B (Figure 5) required the use of a variable to express the number of tiles needed to 
border the garden.  Student solutions reveal four equivalent expressions derived directly 
from examining patterns in the garden, and the solutions show that the students’ 
abilities to use established conventions for writing expressions are developing. For 
example, in Solution 1, the student showed that he understood that  “n + n” is equal to 
“n times 2," which can be written n2 or 2n.  By his work, we see that he is learning that it 
is customary to write the numerical coefficient first.   

 
Finding multiple expressions for the number of tiles in the border can lead to other 
algebraic thinking opportunities.   For example, from Solutions 1 and 2, we see that 2(n 
+ 3) = 2n + 6.  Verifying that the symbolic expressions are equivalent creates practice 
for simplifying expressions and a context for discussion of mathematical properties.   



Substituting values into the expressions to find the number of border tiles needed for 
specific cases helps students to understand the meaning of solutions and practice using 
order of operations. 

 
Solutions to Part C (Figure 6) show students’ emerging abilities to find and use an 
inverse function.  In Solution 1, the student’s computational procedure demonstrates her 
ability to apply an inverse process for a specific case.  In Solution 2, the student 
explained verbally how the rule must be applied “backwards”.  The author of Solution 3 
was able to write both the function and inverse function symbolically. 
 
 

USING THE FRAMEWORK 
             
            This algebraic thinking framework has been proposed to generate discussion 
about what we mean by algebraic thinking and to what extent the development of 
algebraic thinking satisfies the  “algebra for all” goal.  This framework, or its 
modification, might also provide guidance when evaluating the potential for algebraic 
thinking in instructional materials.  Additionally, the components listed here can be used 
as reminders for those who wish to enhance lessons with algebraic thinking 
opportunities. 
 
 “Algebra for All” is a goal that enjoys consensus among math educators and policy 
makers because algebra is considered a gateway to higher education and opportunities, 
and successful participation in our democratic society and technology-driven world 
require the abstract mathematical thinking inherent in it (Dudley, 1998; Riley, 1998).   
But for students to achieve access to and success in algebra, they will need quality 
experiences using mathematical thinking tools and developing informal algebraic ideas.   
Perhaps this algebraic thinking framework will provoke productive dialog about issues 
surrounding preparation for algebra that will lead to more successful implementation of 
algebraic thinking curricula. 
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